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Abstract— Opinion mining also known as sentiment
analysis which aims to analyze people’s opinions,
sentiments, and attitudes towards entities such as
products, services, and their attributes. The vast existing
system extracts opinion features only from the single
domain. In this paper we proposed a method to identify
the opinion features from different corpus to flourish a
new approach to spawn a new product. Supervised
learning technique is tuned to work well in the different
corpus reviews. In proposed system market segmentation
is used to know what are the things exactly expected from
different segments of customers and sales channels and we
use data mining concept, apriori algorithm is used to
analyze the reviews. To distinguish the reviews Machine
learning techniques are used. Experimental results on
different corpus show the performance of the well
established methods in developing a new product.

consumption experience has become an important information
and asset for enterprises. Knowledge of the customers and the
product itself reflect the needs of the market. Product design
and planning for production lines be integrated with the
knowledge of customers and market channels. The knowledge
of customers and market channels are transformed into
knowledge assets of the enterprises during the stage of NPD.
The Apriori algorithm is a methodology of association rule for
data mining, which is implemented for mining demand chain
knowledge from channels and customers. The polarity of the
data provided by the customers and sales person are analysed
by using the methodology Support Vector Machine
(SVM).Knowledge extraction is illustrated as knowledge
patterns and rules in order to propose suggestions and
solutions to the case firm for New Product Development
(NPD) and marketing. The ordering of new product to the
manufacturer can be done. Sales report analyzes process is
carried out by the manufacturing company.

Index Terms— SENTIMENTAL ANALYSIS Opinion mining.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
I. INTRODUCTION
Opinion mining also known as sentiment analysis aims to
analyze people’s opinions, sentiments, and attitudes toward
entities such as products, services, and their attributes.
Sentiments or opinions expressed in textual reviews are
typically analyzed at various resolutions. Document-level
opinion mining identifies the overall subjectivity or sentiment
expressed on an entity in a review document, but it does not
associate opinions with specific aspects of the entity. This
problem also happens, though to a lesser extent, in sentencelevel opinion mining, as sincreasing interest in the evaluation
of biometric systems. In opinion mining, an opinion feature, or
feature in short, indicates an entity or an attribute of an entity
on which users express their opinions. A good many
approaches have been proposed to extract opinion features in
opinion mining.
Many enterprises devote a significant portion of their
budget to new product development (NPD) and marketing to
make their products distinctive from those of competitors, and
better fit the needs and wants of consumers. Hence,
knowledge and feedback on customer demand and

1. Blei et al, proposed the Topic modelling approaches that
can mine coarse-grained and generic topics or aspects, which
are actually semantic feature clusters or aspects of the specific
features commented on explicitly in reviews.
2. Qiu et al, proposed that Unsupervised natural language
processing (NLP) approaches identify opinion features by
defining domain-independent syntactic templates or rules that
capture the dependence roles and local context of the feature
terms. However, rules do not work well on colloquial real-life
reviews, which lack formal structure.
3. Zhou et al presented a novel semi supervised learning
algorithm called Active Deep Networks (ADN), to address the
semi-supervised sentiment classification problem with active
learning. First, it is proposed that the semi-supervised learning
method of ADN. ADN is constructed by Restricted Boltzmann
Machines (RBM) with unsupervised learning using labelled
data and abundant of unlabeled data. Then the constructed
structure is fine tuned by gradient-descent based supervised
learning with an exponential loss function. Second, active
learning method is applied in the semi-supervised learning
framework to identify reviews that should be labelled as
training data. Then ADN architecture is trained by the selected
labelled data and all unlabeled data. Experiments on five
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sentiment classification datasets show that ADN outperforms
the semi-supervised learning algorithm and deep learning
techniques applied for sentiment classification.
4. Qu L et al proposed that a regression method based on
the bag of opinions model was proposed for review rating
prediction from sparse text patterns. Review rating estimation
is a much more complicated problem compared to binary
sentiment classification. Generally, sentiments are expressed
differently in different domains. The sentiment classification
methods discussed in the above mentioned papers can be
tuned to work very well on a given domain; however, they
may fail in classifying sentiments in a different domain.
5. Zhai Zhongwu, et al proposed the method of Clustering
product features for opinion mining that focuses on the classic
methods based on unsupervised learning using some forms of
distributional similarity. However, it is found that these
methods do not do well. Then model it as a semi-supervised
learning problem. Lexical characteristics of the problem are
exploited to automatically identify some labelled examples.
Empirical evaluation shows that the proposed method
outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods by a large
margin.
6. Zirn, et al introduced the field of sentiment analysis and
opinion mining and surveyed the current state-of-the-art. It has
spread from computer science to management science as
opinions about products are closely related to profits.
7. Zhang Y., et al proposed that Implicit feature extraction
is a relatively new research field. Whereas previous works
focused on finding the correct implicit feature in a sentence,
given the fact that one is known to be present, the above
research aims at finding the right implicit feature without this
pre-knowledge. To distinguish between sentences that have an
implicit feature and the ones that do not, a threshold parameter
is introduced, filtering out potential features whose score is too
low. Using restaurant reviews and product reviews, the
threshold-based approach improves the F1-measure by 3.6 and
8.7 percentage points, respectively.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. EXISTING SYSTEM:
Existing System has become common practice for people
to communicate or express their opinions and feedbacks on
various aspects affecting their daily life through some form of
social media. Most of the online interactions are in the form of
natural language text. This in turn has led to increased
research interest in content-organization and knowledge
engineering tasks such as automatic classification,
summarization, and opinion mining from web-based data. Due
to its high commercial importance, mining and summarizing
of user reviews are a widely studied application. All the data
only from customers and sales & channels were computerized.
There is no proper way to analyze and there is no proper
system for decision making to develop a new product. This is
the reason for the failure of new products of companies.
Another disadvantage is there is no possible ways for
marketing strategies without proper analyzing of the data
collected from the customers and sales & channels.
B. Proposed system:
In Proposed system market segmentation is used to know
that what are the things exactly expected from different
segments of customers and sales channels. Data mining
concept, apriori algorithm is used to retrieve the frequently
occurred complaints and suggestions provided by the customer
and sales persons and to define the polarity of the reviews,
opinion mining concept Support Vector Machine is used. It
classifies the reviews into positive and negative categories
based on its polarity level. In this system admin holds the
authority to analyse and generate the sales report about the
product.
IV. MODULES OF THE SYSTEM
•
Extraction of dataset
•
Pre-Processing of the dataset
•
Applying association rule mining.
•
Opinion classification.
•
Predicting the customer needs about the particular
product.
A. Extraction of dataset:
In new product development each and every reviews of the
product is important. The reviews are collected from different
corpora. The reviews vary according to the corpora. Customer
reviews are mainly based on the product, its spare parts and
reviews are based on the internal features of the product. So
collecting the reviews from different corpora leads to
producing a successful new product.

Figure 1: System Architecture

B. Analysing and clustering the data:
The reviews are clustered according to the frequent
item sets. The reviews that are stored in the database are
analysed and clustered using the association rule mining such
as apriori algorithm. The frequently occurred complaints and
suggestions are retrieved for the further development of the
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product. The frequently occurred suggestions and feedbacks
are analysed and stored separately.
C. Opinion classification:
After analysing the reviews of different corpora the
polarity of the reviews are defined. To find the polarity,
opinion mining technique called Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is used. It classifies the reviews into positive and
negative categories. The training dataset is provided to SVM
to classify the reviews into its respective categories. SVM
calculates the marginal value to find the polarity.
D. Predicting the customer needs about the particular product:
In order to predict the customer needs and feedback
the polarity of reviews are classified. Many enterprises devote
a significant portion of their budget to new product
development (NPD) and marketing to make their products
distinctive from those of competitors and better fit the needs of
consumers. Hence knowledge and feedback on customer
demand and consumption experience has become an important
information and asset for enterprises.
V. METHODOLOGY
A. Data Pre-processing:
All the irrelevant information in the review files are
removed which are not necessary for analysis. Data
preprocessing include cleaning of data by removing numbers,
symbols and the extra useless information e.g. date, name of
the reviewer or reference of any third person which are not
relevant. It includes tokenization, stop words removal and
stemming.
•
Tokenization
Text document has a collection of sentences which is split
up into terms or tokens by removing white spaces, commas
and other symbols.
•
Stop words removal
Stop words are words which are filtered out prior to, or
after, processing of natural language data. It removes articles
like a, an, the, etc. It also removes unwanted words.
•
Stemming
Stemming is the process for reducing inflected words to
their stem, base or root form, generally a written word form.
B. Apriori Algorithm:
In association rule mining, Apriori algorithm is used.
Apriori is an algorithm for frequent item set mining and
association rule learning over transactional databases. It
proceeds by identifying the frequent individual items in the
database and extending them to larger and larger item sets as
long as those item sets appear sufficiently often in the
database. The frequent item sets determined by Apriori can be
used to determine association rules which highlight general
trends in the database. It uses the level wise search.
Algorithm:
Find all large 1-itemsets
For (k = 2 ; while Lk-1 is non-empty; k++)

{Ck = apriori-gen(Lk-1)
For each c in Ck, initialise c.count to zero
For all records r in the DB
{Cr = subset(Ck, r); For each c in Cr , c.count++ }
Set Lk := all c in Ck whose count >= minsup
} /* end -- return all of the Lk sets.
Terminologies in Apriori algorithm:
k-item set : a set of k items.
E.g: {mirror ,steering, wheel} is a 3-itemset
{headlight} is a 1-itemset
{seat, indicator} is a 2-itemset
support: an item set has support s% if s% of the records in
the DB contain that item set.
minimum support: the Apriori algorithm starts with the
specification of a minimum level of support, and will focus on
item sets with this level or above.
large item set:. It means one whose support is at least
minimum support.
Lk : the set of all large k-item sets in the DB.
Ck : a set of candidate large k-item sets.
4.3 Classification:
To classify the reviews in to two categories, SVM is used.
Support Vector Machine is a supervised machine learning
technique that analyzes the data and recognize the patterns
used for classification. It finds a hyper plane which separates
the dimensions into two different classes. SVM classifies the
reviews into positive and negative categories.
To calculate the support vector value:
f( x) = ∑ α i y i ( xiT x) + b
Xi is support vector.
SVM can be formulated as:
maxw 2/||w|| subject to w>xi+b ≥1 if yi =+1≤ −1 if yi =
−1 for i = 1. . . N
Algorithm for Simple SVM:
Simple SVM
Candidate SV = {closest pair from opposite classes}
while there are violating points do
Find a violator candidate SV = candidate SV S U violator
if any αp < 0 due to addition of c to S then
candidate SV = candidate SV \ p
repeat till all such points are pruned
end if
end while.
Polarity classification using SVM:
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6. Experimental results:

Figure 2: Data Extraction

Figure 6: Stop words Removal

Figure 3: Storing data in DB
1. Wide Rear Tyre give you Awesome Control on
road (this one very important for safety)2. Good
Looks (Tanks consists of 3 piece so if any damage
we can easily replace it at low cost) 3. Low end
power gives you less gear shifting 4. Mileage
totally depends on maintenance.

Figure 7: After removing duplicate features.

Table 1: Sample Data

Figure 8: Classifier Output

Figure 4: Pre-processing

Figure 9: Performance analysis

Figure 5: Stemmer output

CONCLUSION
When it is compared with the LDA (Latent Drichlet
Allocation) based approach the reviews are gathered together
from corpus to analyze the sales report and feedback of a
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product. But in previous works the single domain reviews are
only analyzed and the other corpus reviews are neglected. In
this approach, different corpus reviews are analysed with
appropriate algorithms and the polarity of the reviews are
classified. The proposed system found that using a domain
independent corpus of a similar size as but topically different
from the given review domain will yield good opinion feature
extraction results. According to the frequently occurred
polarity the product rating is fixed and the new product is
developed according to the customer needs and expectations.
Finally a feedback graph is generated to know the current
status of the product. This graph helps to identify the
satisfaction level of the product among the customers.
Scope of the project
With the help of the proposed system the
manufacturer can develop a new product according to the
user’s suggestions. The algorithm used in this project is
efficient and fast. We prove that SVM achieves the highest
accuracy in text emotional polarity classification scene based
on our experimental results. Thus the reviews are labelled as
positive and negative. Using the label we can predict the rating
of a product. Further enhancement can be done using other
machine learning techniques which would give a better
accuracy in terms of performance parameters. In future we can
use a enhanced algorithm to develop the product sales.
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